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A. In the last two years I have improved my technical nursing skills by...

1. experiencing relevant job situations
2. adopting new tasks in which this can be developed
3. searching for information in books, journals, TV, or the Internet
4. attending informative meetings or a coaching programme
5. reflecting about this by myself
6. asking my colleagues informative questions
7. reflecting about this with my colleagues

B. In the last two years I have developed myself in the support of patients and family by...

8. experiencing relevant job situations
9. adopting new tasks in which this can be developed
10. searching for information in books, journals, TV, or the Internet
11. attending informative meetings or a coaching programme
12. reflecting about this by myself
13. asking my colleagues informative questions
14. reflecting about this with my colleagues
C. In the last two years I have developed myself in putting emotionally difficult situations into perspective by...

15. experiencing relevant job situations
1 2 3 4 5 6
16. adopting new tasks in which this can be developed
1 2 3 4 5 6
17. searching for information in books, journals, TV, or the Internet
1 2 3 4 5 6
18. attending informative meetings or a coaching programme
1 2 3 4 5 6
19. reflecting about this by myself
1 2 3 4 5 6
20. asking my colleagues informative questions
1 2 3 4 5 6
21. reflecting about this with my colleagues
1 2 3 4 5 6

D. In the last two years I have developed myself in planning the care of my patients by...

22. experiencing relevant job situations
1 2 3 4 5 6
23. adopting new tasks in which this can be developed
1 2 3 4 5 6
24. searching for information in books, journals, TV, or the Internet
1 2 3 4 5 6
25. attending informative meetings or a coaching programme
1 2 3 4 5 6
26. reflecting about this by myself
1 2 3 4 5 6
27. asking my colleagues informative questions
1 2 3 4 5 6
28. reflecting about this with my colleagues
1 2 3 4 5 6
E. In the last two years I have learned more about where I can find reliable information sources by...

29. experiencing relevant job situations 1 2 3 4 5 6
30. adopting new tasks in which this can be developed 1 2 3 4 5 6
31. searching for information in books, journals, TV, or the Internet 1 2 3 4 5 6
32. attending informative meetings or a coaching programme 1 2 3 4 5 6
33. reflecting about this by myself 1 2 3 4 5 6
34. asking my colleagues informative questions 1 2 3 4 5 6
35. reflecting about this with my colleagues 1 2 3 4 5 6

F. In the last two years I have developed myself in taking initiatives at work by...

36. experiencing relevant job situations 1 2 3 4 5 6
37. adopting new tasks in which this can be developed 1 2 3 4 5 6
38. searching for information in books, journals, TV, or the Internet 1 2 3 4 5 6
39. attending informative meetings or a coaching programme 1 2 3 4 5 6
40. reflecting about this by myself 1 2 3 4 5 6
41. asking my colleagues informative questions 1 2 3 4 5 6
42. reflecting about this with my colleagues 1 2 3 4 5 6